Stena Rederi is looking for a Technical Superintendent for our RoRo vessels

The candidate will monitor and control the smooth operation of assigned vessels. Ensuring and driving a strong safety culture onboard, commercial excellence and cost efficient and effective vessel operation. You will be reporting directly to the Fleet Manager. Key responsibilities will be:

- Co-ordinate and attend onboard for maintenance/inspection activities, including dry-docking. Providing support and guidance for the handling of equipment breakdown and malfunctioning, in order to support the on-time and cost effective repair of the vessel.
- Monitor the effective operation of the equipment and machinery of the assigned vessels, identifying and reporting potential discrepancies from operational standards.
- Support the development of DRC budgets of the assigned vessels and follow-up accurate execution, monitoring the development of the actual operational costs throughout the year.
- Perform scheduled and ad-hoc visits to the assigned vessels, in order to monitor their performance and vessels maintenance level and to verify the overall compliance with company's processes, procedures and standards.
- Managing requisitions from the vessels. Finding, selecting and placing orders with approved suppliers. Following up on the deliveries to the vessels.
- Actively proposing, and upon approval, implementing technical/operational solutions that will enhance the efficiency, performance and safety of the vessels.

We expect the successful candidate to be a skilled marine engineer with preferably 1-2 years of shore experience. RoRo/RoPax experience is preferred but not required. Some project management experience e.g. larger technical modifications, change of flag etc. is preferred.

On a personal level, we expect the candidate to be self-driven with an open and positive attitude. You promote a strong safety culture onboard and have a strong commercial understanding. You have experience in working with many different stakeholders such as class societies, vessel owners, clients, subcontractors, internal functions.
**We offer** an exciting position with the possibility of continuous professional and personal development in an international and modern shipping environment.

Stena Rederi A/S in Hellerup, Denmark is owned by Stena AB in Gothenburg and among other things we are technical responsible for RoRo and RoPax vessels for owners within the Stena Group. The managed vessels are primarily on time charters outside the Stena Group.

Please send your CV and full covering letter to our HR-department by email to: jobcph@stena.com. We hold regular interviews. Closing date for applications is June 16th 2019.

For further information regarding the positions please contact Fleet Manager Stefan Pedersen on telephone: +45 28806452